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ABSTRACT—Elevator group supervisory control system (EGSCS) is an important and 
essential component in an industrial elevator system. This paper will introduce particle 
swarm optimization (PSO) as a heuristic intelligent search method to optimize in real 
time elevator traffic scheduling solution of EGSCS. The proposed PSO-based scheduling 
approach will be applied to effectively handle the peak elevator traffic. The overall 
experimental results will be used to validate its scheduling efficiency and effectiveness. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
With the increase of land-value, more and more buildings, even high-rise buildings, 

skyscrapers and skirted buildings, have been constructed in recent years. More elevators and their 
variants have been installed in the buildings to efficiently transfer passengers to their destination 
floors within relatively short time. Elevator group supervisory control systems are usually 
excellent choices to significantly enhance those performance indices of elevator systems such as 
handling capacity, waiting time, journey time and energy consumption [1-9]. Even the 
collaborative control of multiple elevator groups would be conceptually formed. The conception 
and contribution of the elevator group control system is emphasized not only in building design 
but also after lift installation [2-3]. How the elevator group supervisory control systems function, 
becomes one of key factors which determine the performance of industrial elevator systems [2, 4]. 

Excellent elevator group supervisory control systems have to meet the transfer requirements 
of passenger traffic during each traffic pattern, especially during peak traffic pattern. A large 
number of elevator group control policies have been proposed in previous twenty-five years [1, 4-
7]. Even though the implementations of these polices are relatively different, their initial targets 
are identical, i.e., to minimize passengers’ waiting time and to avoid long waiting time. For a peak 
traffic pattern, many attentions are also paid to the handling capacity of elevator systems. 
Sectoring is one of effective methods that one elevator serves a different sector from any other 
sector in the same elevator group. Static sectoring denotes that floors assigned to elevator 
individual are unchangeable every day, while time-scheduling sectoring indicates that sectoring is 
triggered before a start-time point and terminated after an end-time point [1-2, 8]. Later, dynamic 
sectoring for up-peak traffic is conceptually proposed by Powell [9]. Furthermore, Albert proposed 
the concept of uniform round-trip time (uRTT), which aims at maximizing the total handling 
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